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This is an upcycled project using an old duvet.  However, you can use any fabric –
old net curtains can make a beautiful floaty version.  Fully washable, and can be
used indoors or out and is even reversible.  Suitable for all members of the family

– let their imagination run riot!
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CHILD’S CANOPY

Instructions for canopy only (cushion made from left over fabric). Basic sewing
knowledge is required.

Materials Equipment

1 king size duvet – button fastening
1 or 2 pillowcases (you get 4 pieces of bunting
from 1 pillowcase)
50cm strong cord or string
Plastic hula hoop (50cm diameter or less)
Thread
Sticky tape
6 tent pegs or alternate ground fixings

Sewing machine
Tape measure
Scissors
Pins / Tailors chalk 
Iron & Ironing Board
Hacksaw / Craft Knife

• Back stitch seams unless stated.
• Finished height approx. 1.60mt. 
• You can join single or double duvets to get the desired size.
• The duvet width must be at least 1½ times the circumference of the hula hoop. The wider the

duvet, the more ground room inside the canopy.
• NB – your canopy is gathered around the hula hoop so a thicker fabric will have less gathering

capacity.

1) Make sure the duvet is pressed.

2) Measure 10cm up from the bottom edge (with the buttons / buttonholes) and cut along this
line through both layers.  Put the removed strip to one side.

3) Working from the top of the duvet, measure 92cm down all the way across, from one side to
the other and remove the top piece only.

4) Tabs – From this removed piece, cut 7 tabs 4cm wide by 9cm long. Fold under 1cm to the
wrong side along both raw length edges.  Press. Fold in half widthways matching folded edges.
Press.  Topstitch along folded edges.  Fold in half lengthways and pin to hold.

5) Turn the duvet inside out, sandwich 6 of the tabs, raw edges meeting, between the front and
back duvet at even intervals.  Stitch front and back together using 1cm seam allowance.  Turn
through to right side and press.  Topstitch along the bottom and sides starting and finishing at
the top of the front side.

6) Keeping the duvet flat, pin the top duvet to the back along the cut edge and staystitch in place
1cm away from the raw edge.

7) Fold the duvet in half widthways.  On the short raw edge, make 2 marks, the first 47cm down
and the second 2.5cm below this.  Stitch along short edges stopping at the first mark and 
re-starting at the second continuing to the topstitched edges.

8) Mark the centre back point at the top and on staystitching line.
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11) Using the buttoned side of the removed strip, cut off all
the buttons and put to one side.  Measure 1cm from
the raw edge, fold and press to the wrong side.  Refold
again 3cm and press (this will be referred to as the raw
folded edge). Mark the centre back point.  We are using
this piece to form the hula hoop casing.  (NB – check
that the finished width will sit over your hula hoop
easily, adjust the folded measurement if not).

12) Pin the hula hoop casing to the canopy, matching the
centre back mark on the casing to the centre front
opening of the canopy using the first staystitched line on
the canopy as a guide to line up the casing.  Pin in place
making sure to turn the short raw edges under to
match the centre back mark (these will be left free to
form the casing opening).  Topstitch all around the
casing length close to the lower edge.  Topstitch a
second line along the raw folded edge 4cm above this,
again checking that this measurement will fit the hula
hoop and adjusting if not.

10) Topstitch a line 3cm from the folded edge, continuing all
the way around.  This will form the hanging casing.
Neaten the edges of the remaining tab and pin at the
centre mark positioning the neatened edges just below
your canopy topstitching.  Topstitch in place securely.

9) Fold over the top raw edge 1cm, press and then fold
again to meet the staystitch line attaching the front and
back layers, matching your centre back marks.  Pin and
staystitch in place using 1cm seam allowance.  Press
along fold line.
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3) Count the amount of buttonholes you have and
stitch the corresponding number of buttons onto
the hula hoop casing on the canopy (NB – you will
need to measure the casing and divide the buttons
evenly along it so that the bunting will sit nicely
when gathered). Be careful not to stitch through
both layers or the hula hoop will not be able to be
pushed through (if you put a pin through one layer,
you can use this to help hold the layers apart while
sewing). If you would like your canopy to be
reversible, simply stitch corresponding buttons
onto the underside.

Bunting

1) Press both pillowcases.  Fold in half widthways and
mark this point.  Measure the distance from one
corner to this central point and use the same
measurement to mark from the same corner up
the length of the case.  Using a ruler, match these
two points and mark the line.  Mark again 1cm
above this line.  Repeat for each corner.  Cut along
this top marked line (NB – on the width, you will
need to cut a vertical line up to meet the top line
or you will have an uneven allowance).  Once you
have cut the four corners, you can decide on how
many more corners you will need to complete
your bunting (I used 7 corners in total).  Neaten
the raw edges.

2) Using the hula hoop circumference as your guide,
measure this length on your buttonhole piece
making sure the measurement is even either side
of the centre point (NB – do not trim excess
length).  Working with the front uppermost, space
your bunting pieces out evenly along this length,
lining up the bottom edge of the strip with the
marked line on your bunting pieces. Pin and
topstitch in place.  Measure 3cm up from the top
of the buttonholes and cut along this line.  Fold
over 1cm to the wrong side and then fold again.
Topstitch in place close to this folded edge.  Make
pompoms using 1cm strips of fabric cut from the
removed top piece of duvet and attach to each
bunting triangle (I tied the centre of my pompoms
with strong thread so they could be easily stitched on).



14) Decide where you would like your tie backs to sit and topstitch in
place, one on the front and one on the inside of the canopy.

15) From the removed piece, cut a piece 4cm wide x the piece length.
Fold under 1cm to the wrong side along both raw length edges and
both short edges. Press.  Fold in half lengthways matching edges.
Press and topstitch to hold.  This is your hanging cord.

16) Using a safety pin, thread your hanging cord into the hanging casing continuing all the way
around and out the opposite side.  Make two more pompoms and stitch securely to each end
of your cord.
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13) Tie-backs – From the removed piece, cut two pieces 10cm wide x the piece length.  Cut each
of these lengths in half across the width.  Fold one piece in half matching short edges right sides
together and stitch along both long edges using 7mm seam allowance.  Turn through to right
side and press.  Neaten the short edge by turning 1cm to the inside and topstitching in place.
Repeat with remaining three pieces.



17) Inserting hula hoop (H&S – always read guidelines and observe appropriate safety
instructions when using blades) – Using a hacksaw or sharp craft knife, make a cut through
the width of the hula hoop.  Cut the string in half and attach a piece securely to each end (you
can do this using strong sticky tape or make a hole and thread the string through using a knot
to secure it).  Insert one end of the hula hoop into the hula hoop casing and push through to
the opposite side, gathering the canopy up as you go.  Using the string, tie the hula hoop ends
together in a secure bow (NB – the hoop needs to be removed before washing the canopy so
the bow needs to be untied).

18) Gather the support casing tightly by pulling each end of your support cord.  Thread the ends
through the tab (this helps the canopy to hang evenly). 

19) Attach your bunting, hang from a tree or hook, and admire your canopy!

Designed by Vanessa from the CBSA Tool Shed project, funded by The National Lottery 
Community Fund.
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